Micro-chemical imaging of cesium distribution in Arabidopsis thaliana plant and its interaction with potassium and essential trace elements.
Cesium as an alkali element exhibits a chemical reactivity similar to that of potassium, an essential element for plants. It has been suggested that Cs phytotoxicity might be due either to its competition with potassium to enter the plant, resulting in K starvation, or to its intracellular competition with K binding sites in cells. Such elemental interactions can be evidenced by chemical imaging, which determines the elemental distributions. In this study, the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana was exposed to 1 mM cesium in the presence (20 mM) or not of potassium. The quantitative imaging of Cs and endogenous elements (P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, and Zn) was carried out using ion beam micro-chemical imaging with 5 microm spatial resolution. Chemical imaging was also evidenced by microfocused synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence (microXRF) which presents a better lateral resolution (<1 microm) but is not quantitative. Cesium distribution was similar to potassium which suggests that Cs can compete with K binding sites in cells. Cesium and potassium were mainly concentrated in the vascular system of stems and leaves. Cs was also found in lower concentration in leaves mesophyll/epidermis. This late representing the larger proportion in mass, mesophyll/epidermis can be considered as the major storage site for cesium in A. thaliana. Trichomes were not found to accumulate cesium. Interestingly, increased Mn, Fe, and Zn concentrations were observed in leaves at high chlorosis. Mn and Fe increased more in the mesophyll than in veins, whereas zinc increased more in veins than in the mesophyll suggesting a tissue specific interaction of Cs with these trace elements homeostasis. This study illustrates the sensitivity of ion beam microprobe and microfocused synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence to investigate concentrations and distributions of major and trace elements in plants. It also shows the suitability of these analytical imaging techniques to complement biochemical investigations of metallic stress in plants.